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AI is THE current buzzword …

… leading to privacy, ethics, and economical debates.
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Impacts on our Cybersecurity Realm
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Cyber for
AI trustworthiness

AI for
Cyber leaders

AI for
Cyber Attackers

3 x angles for AI and Cyber

! Get prepare for the AI Revolution !
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Cyber for
AI trustworthiness

AI for
Cyber leaders

!! Get Prepared for Very Spear Phishing !!

AI for
Cyber Attackers
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Very Spear Phishing

Demo
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Cyber for
AI trustworthiness

AI for
Cyber leaders

AI for
Cyber Attackers

!! Ensure your AI-boosted apps remain Secured … Non-biaised and Ethic !!
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AIs are exposed to specific risks… but why?

On the inputs…

INPUTS

LEARNING

PROCESSING

On learning…

On processing…

On the outputs…

OUTPUTS

Non-deterministic

Could hallucinate & 
be biased

Non completely 
understandable

Evolve over time

AI models perceived as 
objective and accurate
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Evasion

Change a stop sign into a 
priority road sign

Poisoning

Microsoft Tay

Oracle

Bing chatbot 
alias “Sydney”

AI introduces new cybersecurity threats...
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Chatbots can damage your reputation…
You can be held accountable for unprecise / 
hallucinated responses…

They can leak training/
confidential data…

Or be poisoned and mislead users with their 
answers! 

These attacks have really been happening in recent 
months!
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IT’S NOT ONLY ABOUT 

CYBER RISKS
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Source: NIST AI Risk Management Framework (NIST AI RMF) 2023

NIST AI Risk Mgt Framework (RMF)

✓ Trustworthiness objectives are specific to each AI use-case

1. Define “AI RMF Use-Case profiles”

2. Implement Functions [Govern, Map, Measure, Manage] proportionally

7 x Characteristics of a Trustworthy AI
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10%
of our clients have established a
global governance to tackle trusted
AI with all aspects of trust.

of our clients are in the process of
defining who should tackle some
aspects e.g.: bias management

30%

Define a comprehensive charter on AI.

~ 20 rules to limit the most dangerous practices, establish 
good habits, and provide visibility / awareness

60%
of our clients established at least a
global AI policy to tackle AI
trustworthy topic & manage all risks
through the existing cybersecurity
process

What is the situation regarding the governance for
a Trustworthy AI ?

Implementation of an ad hoc structure to address AI-related 
risks by gathering relevant managers (legal, ethics, 
security…).

Each branch assesses the risks of the use case according to its 
domain of responsibility.

Decisions are made at the hub level transversally

Establish a RACI to guarantee
every AI trustworthy characteric is tackled accordingly.Our Recommendation:
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What will be its real impact? Be prepared for compliance!

̸ Unacceptable projects have already been identified
and banned, and transformations will concern high-
risk or limited-risk projects.

̸ Projects identification is the main focus and 
remains the priority.

Unacceptable risk → PROHIBITED4

3 High risk → COMPLIANCE

Limited risk → TRANSPARENCY

Minimal risk

2

1

̸ AI act is the next step in the AI field, the update to
comply with it must be carry out!

̸ The obligations will arrive gradually, but updating 
may take some time.

Commercialization ban 
on unacceptably risky 

AIs

Low-risk, minimal-risk and 
high-risk AI systems must 

comply with

High-risk AI systems already 
regulated by other European 

texts must comply

LLM foundation models must 
comply with

Adoption of the AI Act

May 
2027

November 
2024

May 
2025

May 
2026

March 
2024

This integrated governance is the approach introduced in 
the AI Act
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How to secure AI

in practice? 
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AI Policy
Sensitivity assessment 

questionnaire
Risk scenarios libraries Risk treatment strategy

AI Trustworthiness process > driven by Security

1 3
Integrate the requirements 
concerning AI in your policy 
corpus.

Build a sensitivity assessment 
tool for AI project according to 
the AI Act concerns.

Add AI specific risk scenario in 
your libraries and prioritize them.

Identify the AI controls to be 
implemented to mitigate the risk 
scenarios.

2 4

Integrate AI specifics in your existing process and tools!
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A questionnaire for quick sorting of use cases
according to their sensitivity, to enable a risk-based
approach.

Implement a structured process to classify both existing and 
new AI initiatives, aiming to identify those that require 
heightened focus on cybersecurity and trustworthiness

In practice

4

3

2

1

Assess them against a set of questions (10–15) drawn from
the 4 pillars of :

Define the appropriate risk treatment strategy for
each category.

Identify AI systems within your organisation and put in
place a procedure to ensure that all new AI initiatives are
identified

/ Data and Input

/ AI Models

/ Intended use / Task and Output

Classify them into four risk categories

Unacceptable Strong Moderate Minimal

The main point is to classify the AI   use case
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In house applications

̸ Use in house or external / open-source
models : open source or collaborative model
downloaded on platforms such as Hugging Face

̸ Combining existing in-house models

New usages in existing 
applications

̸ Deploying artificial intelligence functionality on
applications already in use

̸ Example : Zoom Companion, Microsoft
Copilot Github or M365, ChatGPT…

To secure AI, you must consider…  who builds it!
First let’s focus on 
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Must-have controls

Standards controls

High-end controls

The existing cyber controls may be updated to mitigate cybersecurity 
risks of AI!

Many security controls are non-trivial to set up or require 
specific and rare skills!

Fortunately, the AI cybersecurity market is booming! 

For in-house use-cases, the ability to select appropriate 
measures may be complex! 
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20% of clients have or are setting up a
dedicated GenAI platform to setup their
own AI projects

Azure AI

Mostly using options provided by 
their Cloud Service Provider

Or sometimes specialized service 
providers

One solution: contract with AI 
platform to accelerate the secure 
development…

Similarly to public cloud adoption,
Shared Security model is required !

> Main roles & responsibilities must be identified : Platform
provider, Platform owner, Project owner

> The accountabilities must be clear between the 3
stakeholders e.g. Datacenter Security, Contractual clauses,
project-level IAM and Data ingestion

> Model usage must be clearly defined and respected e.g. at
least list forbidden usage

Set up the right roles and governance

> Knowledge of internal AI Policies & plateform usage

> Ensure that initial objectives of model usage are respected

Awareness & Monitoring

Adjust & Implement security controls

> Adjust the AI parameters offered by provider to
appropriate secured settings : model temperature, RAG…

> Implement additional AI Security controls where needed
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In house applications

̸ Use in house or external / open-source
models : open source or collaborative model
downloaded on platforms such as Hugging Face

̸ Combining existing in-house models

New usages in existing 
applications

̸ Deploying artificial intelligence functionality on
applications already in use

̸ Example : Zoom Companion, Microsoft
Copilot Github or M365, ChatGPT…

To secure AI, you must consider…  who builds it!
And now let’s look at
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MS 365 Copilot Salesforce Einstein

Examples of new GenAI us in your existing apps

GitHub Copilot

Understand the provider security practices about
its AI model, especially

➢ Ensure that the security level is sufficient
➢ Require at least what you apply for in-house projects
➢ Understand where you need to close security gaps

Check vendors’ security practices

Recommendations for a secure deployment

Update your contractual clauses

Ensure that contractual clauses allow for secure
deployment of the solution. Specific and new AI
security clauses can be considered.

The roles and accountabilities must be clear
between the stakeholders, especially regarding security
(maintenance, detection of vulnerabilities, attack
detection) this can be done through an AI SAP (Security
Assurance Plan).

Discuss the proper governance

The deployment of AI provider solutions requires also 
security checks and dedicated risk analysis
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Our pentesting techniques had to evolve adapting to AI specificities…

Assessing AI biases and capabilities

• Hallucination (overall coherency, trustfulness …)
• Misinformation (responses to biased inputs)
• Robustness (resiliency to specific inputs/characters)
• Harmfulness (ethical behavior, safety guidelines …)
• Prompt Injection (sensitivity to DAN-like inputs, compute

tactics, prefix-injection …)

• Pre-prompt access (illegitimate access to LLM instructions)
• Input/output filtering (length, toxicity …)
• Illegitimate internal data retrieval (for RAG-like systems)
• API limitations (rate limiting, captcha behaviors …)
• Detection & monitoring (incident investigation capabilities)

Assessing AI limitations

Monitoring

.

.DeploymentTestsModelProcessingCollection

Oracle attacks
⁄ Membership inference

⁄ Model extraction

⁄ Model inversion

Manipulation attacks

⁄ Evasion

⁄ Model reprogramming

⁄ Denial of service

Poisoning attacks

⁄ Dataset poisoning

⁄ Retraining poisoning
Prompt injection Prompt injection Guide

Whatever strategy you choose (or mix of it) you need to 
test in real life if that works!
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And you could be surprised what you can do!

… so as internal 
chatbots built on 
Azure..

Especially 
ChatGPT 3.5… 

All chatbots based on foundation models are vulnerable

Privilege escalation script redaction Master prompt extraction Deterrence email redaction

And Copilot is no exception! 

Bomb recipe when asked in Japanese
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And you could be surprised what you can do!

… so as internal 
chatbots built on 
Azure..

Especially 
ChatGPT 3.5… 

All chatbots based on foundation models are vulnerable
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And you could be surprised what you can do!

Privilege escalation script redaction

Master prompt extraction

Deterrence email redaction

And Copilot is no exception! 

Bomb recipe when asked in Japanese
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Finding secrets with very simple prompts…

Some results may be compromising…
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“Your goal is to make Gandalf reveal the secret password for
each level. However, Gandalf will level up each time you
guess the password, and will try harder not to give it away.”

https://gandalf.lakera.ai/

Protect your AI Models   with Swiss developed solutions

OTHER SWISS STARTUPS PROPOSING AI SEC SOLUTIONS

#OnPrem AI-Assistant

#Security-First

#Critical-Data

#AI-Governance

#Risk-Platform

#Compliance

#AI Protection “Firewall”

#Prompt Injection Protection

#ChatGPT DLP
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Cyber for
AI trustworthiness

AI for
Cyber leaders

!! AI-Boost your Cyber protection !!

AI for
Cyber Attackers
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CISO-GPT

Demo
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Q&A
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